In this article we briefly discuss the finite generation of fiber rings of invariant k-jets of holomorphic curves in a complex projective manifold, using differential Galois theory.
Introduction
Let X be a n-dimensional complex projective manifold. In [3] Green and Griffiths introduce the bundle of germs of k-jet differentials on the manifold X as a sequence of projective bundles π k : X k → X k−1 → ... → X 1 → X which are defined inductively as in [2] . The fibers of X k at x ∈ X is the set of equivalence classes of germs of holomorphic maps f : (C, 0) → (X, x) with equivalence relation (1) f ≡ k g ⇔ f (j) (0) = g (j) (0), (0 ≤ j ≤ k).
By choosing local holomorphic coordinates around x, the elements of the fiber J k,x can be represented by the Taylor expansion
).
Setting f = (f 1 , ..., f n ) on open neighborhoods of 0 ∈ C, the fiber is
The action of C * on k-jets is λ.
). The Green-Griffiths bundles E k,m T * X are defined by J k /C * . Alternatively one defines sheaf of sections E k,m V * of weighted homogeneous polynomials along the fibers in X k in the jet coordinates ξ 1 , ..., ξ k with weights (1, 2, ..., k) respectively and set E k,m V * = m E k,m V * , see [2] . Let G k be the group of local holomorphic automorphisms of (C, 0) of the form (4) Its action on the k-jets is given by the following matrix multiplication (5) [
The unipotent elements U k correspond to the matrices with a 1 = 1. We have
where the second embedding is the Plucker embedding. Let e 1 , .., e n be standard basis of C n . Then a basis of l≤k Sym l C n consists of
The group Gl(n) acts on Φ(e 1 , ..., e k ) by acting on each e i in the expression (7). The Plucker embedding above uses SL k -orbit of the point z as a highest weight vector of some representation. The properties of these orbits and also their compactifications has been studied in [1] . The group G k of transformations presented in (5) are not reductive, and their invariant theory do not satisfy the properties of the invariants of reductive groups. Specifically the problem of finite generation of the invariant fiber rings for jet differentials is still an open problem.
Formalism of Differential fields
The rings we are considering in this section are all commutative with 1. A derivation of the ring A is an additive mapping
Let A be a differential field and B a differential subfield. The differential Galois group G of A/B is the group of all differential automorphisms of A living B fixed. Then the same formalism like the Galois groups of usual fields appear here also. For any intermediate differential subfield C, denote the subgroup of G living C elementwise fixed by C ′ ; and similar for any subgroup H of G denote by H ′ the elements in A fixed by that. Call a field or group closed if it is equal to its double prime. Now with these notations making PRIMED defines the Galois correspondence between closed subgroups and closed differential subfields. The Wronskian of n elements y 1 , ..., y n in a differential ring is defined as the determinant (9) W (y 1 , ..., y n ) =
It is a quite well known that, n elements in a differential field are linearly dependent over the field of constants if and only if their Wronskian vanishes. We will call an extension of the form A = K u 1 , ..., u n with u 1 , ..., u n are solutions of (10) L(y) = W (y, u 1 , ..., u n ) W (u 1 , ..., u n ) = y (n) + a 1 y (n−1) + ... + a n y = 0 a Picard extension, cf. [4] .
We have the following (1) Let K ⊂ L ⊂ M be differential fields. Suppose that L is Picard over K and M has the same field of constants as K. Then any differential automorphism of M over K sends L into itself. (2) The differential Galois group of a Picard extension is an algebraic matrix group over the field of constants. (3) If K has an algebraically closed constant field of characteristic 0, and M a Picard extenstion of K, then any differential isomorphism over K between two intermediate fields extends to the whole M. In particular this also holds for any differential automorphism of an intermediate field over K. (4) Galois theory implements a one-to-one correspondence between the intermediate differential fields and the algebraic subgroups of the differential Galois group G. A closed subgroup H is normal iff the corresponding field L/K is normal, then G/H is the full differential Galois group of L over K.
In fact over a constant field of char = 0 any differential isomorphism between intermediate fields extends to the whole differential field. Let A = K u 1 , ..., u n be a Picard extension and W the Wronskian of u 1 , ..., u n . A basic fact about the Wronskians is that for a differential automorphism σ of A; we have σ(W ) = |c ij |W . Therefore W is fixed by σ if and only if |c ij | = 1. A family of elements (x i ) i∈I is called differential algebraic independent; if the family (x (j) i ) i∈I,j≥0 is algebraically independent over the field of constants, otherwise we call them dependent. An element x is called differentially algebraic if the family consisting of x only, is differential algebraic dependent. An extension is called differential algebraic if any element of it, is so. Finally we say G is differentially finite generated over F if there exists elements x 1 , ..., x n ∈ G such that G is generated over F by the family (x (j) i ) 1≤i≤n,j≥0 , cf. [4] . Theorem 2.2. [4] Let F ⊂ G be an extension of differential fields, then
• If G = F x 1 , ..., x n and each x i is differential algebraic over F then G is finitely generated over F . • If G is differential finite generated over F and F ⊂ E ⊂ G is an intermediate differential field, the E is also differentially finite generated.
Remark 2.3. [4]
Let J = C ξ 1 , , , ξ k be a differential field obtained by adjoining n-differential indeterminates. Assume g is a linear transformation that is given by the matrix (c ij ) on the variables ξ i . Define g on all the differential variables by
Then g is a differential automorphism of J. Define L(y) by (11). Then L(y) = 0 is a linear differential equation which ξ i are its indepentent solutions. J is a Picard extension of C and its differential Galois group is the full linear group.
Applications: Apply the Galois theory to the coordinate ring of fibers of jet bundle. The fiber rings of the Green-Griffiths bundles X k and sheaves E k,m V * are differential rings. We shall consider their quotient fields. The algebraic groups GL k = C * × U k , SL k and also G k act linearly on differential variables and are differential Galois groups. As we explained the fixed field of SL k and the Galois group 1 are the fields generated by the Wronskians and the Whole quotient field of the fibers. Therefore the middle group U k also has finitely generated fixed field, where we have used the criteria in the Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Furthermore one finds that a possible choice of generators may include the fixed generators of SL k , i.e. the Wronskians. By the Noether normalization theorem, there exists a finite number of generators ℘ 1 , ..., ℘ l such that the ring of fibers in J k (X) G k is algebraic over C ℘ 1 , ..., ℘ l . It follows that C[(J k,x (X)] G k = C ℘ 1 , ..., ℘ l (α 1 , ..., α n ). Later one successively defines the brackets
The sections produced by brackets generate the fiber rings of invariant jet section.
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